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SPP Z2 

SPP Z2 charges and credits refer to Attachment Z2 of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) 

which contains procedures for crediting entities that fund transmission upgrades (sponsors) that are 

deemed “creditable”.  For an upgrade to be considered creditable, the upgrade must be either: 

1) identified as a need through the SPP Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) process 

2) result in the granting of a new transmission service request that could not have been granted  

 “but for” the presence of the sponsored upgrade. 

For an entity to “sponsor” an upgrade, the upgrade must stem from one of three scenarios:  

1) directly assigned costs as part of a generation interconnection network upgrade  

2) some portion of costs not covered by base plan funding or point-to-point (PTP) revenues  

 received as the result of PTP service 

3) upgrades in which the entity agrees to fund all or some portion of the construction costs  

 not covered by base plan funding 

Limitations within the SPP transmission settlement software prevented the crediting of these upgrades 

as they became “creditable” and as a result Z2 charges and credits are now being calculated from 

upgrades going back to 2008 (Attachment Z2 was added to the SPP OATT in 2008).   

As a result of the delays encountered in the Z2 process, not only was transmission service granted to 

transmission customers without the commensurate compensation to the Z2 sponsoring entities, 

revenue received by SPP was distributed to the transmission owners in accordance with Attachment L of 

the SPP OATT which did not include entities sponsoring Z2 upgrades.  By the terms of Attachment L of 

the SPP OATT, 100% of the revenue received from transmission customers for PTP service, is to be 

distributed to transmission owners based on a 50/50 split of revenue requirement ratio share and MW-

mile share (flow based calculation).  However, entities sponsoring Z2 upgrades were not included in this 

calculation which has resulted in an over-allocation of PTP revenue to transmission owners dating back 

to 2008 which now results in a claw-back of those previously distributed PTP revenues. 

The ultimate result of the Z2 process is the historical processing of revenues and charges for entities 

sponsoring creditable upgrades from 2008 to present, and the ongoing process to credit entities for 

“creditable” investments in the transmission system.  As it relates to Empire, our breakdown for 

historical revenues and charges are as follows: 

 

Charge Origin GL Account Transmission Customer Charge Origin GL Account Transmission Owner

Schedule 11-NITS 565414 1,432,993$                                 Schedule 7 clawback 457137 553,419$                                     

Schedule 11-PTP 565415 822$                                             Schedule 8 clawback 457138 68,890$                                       

Direct Assignment 565414 14,814$                                       Schedule 11 NITS 457141 (602)$                                           

Net Transmission Expense 1,448,629$                                 Schedule 11 PTP 457142 208,685$                                     

Net Transmission Expense 830,393$                                     

Summary of SPP Z2 Charges


